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Moreover, we obtain that the solutions of the above system with dissipative term u' have exponential decay.
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INTRODUCTION.
Let Q be a noncylindrical domain of R" x [0, +[ with lateral boundary E, G: R R a continuous function and u: Q R2, u(z, t) (u(x, t), u2(z, t)). In Q we consider the following mixed hyperbolic problem: 
where u (ua, u), v (v, v) .
For w (wx, w2) e (L'(ft)) , we have for 1 _<p_< cx.
We denote by u', u", Diu, 0 <_ _< n, the vectors Or2 0t
If X is a Banach space we denote by L'(0, T; X), 1 < p < +ec, the (H2) For each G]0, +[, t has the following property of regularity" if u H() and u 0 a.c. in fl;, the restriction of u to belongs to g(fl;).
For simplicity we will identify ; with t. We define Lq(O,;(L(t))2) as the space of We observe that Lq(0, oc;(LP(t))2 is a closed subspace of Lq(0,;(U'())2) for < q < c. In the same way we define q(O, xD;(Hlo('t))2) as the space of functions w E Lq(0, ; (Ho ())2) It follows by (H2) that these norms agree with the norms in Lq(0, cx; (Ho())2) for < q < .
We also have that La(0, oo; (Ho(t))2) is a closed subspace of Lq(0, ; (Ho ())2). (1 a)e-(p+l)]/+ (u,,) From the penalized problem associated to (3.11) it follows that Eem(t) + lUm(S)l ds >_ Em(0), m>_ml 1[, E..,,,(t) I" (t)lz, (.,.)c(,, (.,..t)).,,,,,,(.,. t) 
